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The end of Fed tightening?
Despite some intra-month volatility, bond price changes were muted over the 
course of April. Yields moved less than 10 basis points (bps) across the Treasury 
curve, with several of the key maturities—such as the 2-year, 10-year, and 30-
year—closing the month within four bps of where they started.

We believe one reason for the smaller yield changes was the relatively stable 
view for the likely path of monetary policy from the Federal Reserve. Although 
there were some small changes in confidence levels, interest rate futures over 
the course of the month broadly reflected an additional 25 bps interest rate 
increase from the Fed before the central bank switches to rate cuts by year 
end. This helped anchor short-term rates, we believe, and gave a measure of 
stability to longer-term bonds as well.

In a similar vein, corporate bonds were relatively flat as well; the spread on 
high-yield credit derivatives was essentially unchanged over the course of the 
month, with only a two basis point variation, while investment-grade spreads 
moved less than one basis point. Overall, we expect markets to become more 
volatile in the back half of the year as investors await further clarity on the 
U.S. debt ceiling, recession risks, and the Fed’s inflation fight. We believe 
the likelihood for slower economic growth should provide a supportive 
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5-yr  
TSY

5-yr 
Muni

10-yr 
TSY

10-yr 
AAA Muni

30-yr 
TSY

30-yr  
AAA Muni

Beginning of month (4/1/23) 3.50% 1.98% 3.47% 2.18% 3.65% 2.53%

Mid-month (4/15/23) 3.61% 2.22% 3.52% 2.46% 3.74% 2.81%

End of month (4/30/23) 3.49% 2.38% 3.43% 2.35% 3.68% 3.39%

U.S. Treasury rate forecasts (%), April 2023

Source - RBC Economics

2022 2023 2024

Q4 Q1E Q2E Q3E Q4E Q1E Q2E Q3E Q4E

FF 4.38 4.88 5.38 5.38 5.13 4.63 4.38 4.13 3.88

2-yr 4.41 4.70 4.50 4.30 3.95 3.60 3.30 3.05 2.80

5-yr 3.99 4.00 3.70 3.55 3.40 3.30 3.20 3.15 3.10

10-yr 3.88 3.90 3.75 3.60 3.45 3.35 3.30 3.25 3.25

30-yr 3.97 3.80 3.70 3.65 3.65 3.65 3.65 3.65 3.65
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macroeconomic backdrop for fixed income investments 
over the balance of the year.  

Market investment strategy & market 
commentary 

Municipals underperform in April
April, usually a month of reliable performance for 
the municipal market, proved challenging. Yields on 
benchmark municipals due in 10 years and earlier rose 
as much as 0.28% compared to longer-dated maturities, 
where yields rose 0.08% causing yield spreads to narrow 
and the yield curve to flatten. Before selling off in the 
latter part of April, municipal/Treasury ratios in the 5-year 
and 10-year spaces fell to 58% and 60%, respectively, well 
below historical levels. An inevitable selloff ensued driving 
municipal/Treasury ratios wider, where they remain 
overvalued, in our view, at 67% and 69%, respectively. 
Short-term rate volatility has provided investors with an 
opportunity to invest in municipals with maturities due 
in 22 years and longer, which have outperformed other 
maturity ranges, returning 4.07% year to date (YTD), 
according to Bloomberg Municipal Bond Index returns.

Municipals were unable to take advantage of April’s 
strong Treasury and corporate bond performance, which 
returned 0.54% and 0.77%, respectively, in April, compared 
to the -0.23% that municipals returned. April’s strong 
Treasury and corporate bond performance left both 
outperforming municipals YTD. Treasuries and corporate 
bonds are returning 3.56% and 4.29%, respectively, which 
compares favorably to the municipal market’s 2.54% YTD 
return. 

Despite lagging their Treasury and corporate fixed income 
counterparts, we remain confident municipals remain 
well-positioned to post improved returns through the 
remainder of the year on our expectations that issuance 
will remain lower than RBC Capital Markets’ forecast and 
the Fed is near the end of its tightening cycle. We think 

both factors should improve demand for investments in 
the tax-exempt space. 

Lower issuance provides support, while municipal 
bond fund outflows persist
This year’s trend of lower issuance continued in April, with 
year-over-year issuance dropping 24%. YTD issuance of 
$103 billion is 19% or $16 billion lower than RBC Capital 
Markets’ 2023 issuance projections that were made at 
the start of this year. Issuance is tracking well below 
our initial call for $385 billion this year. The pronounced 
decline in issuance likely limited the size and scope of 
April’s negative returns as investors were left with fewer 
investing options. 

Lower issuance and limited investing options did little 
to dissuade investors from withdrawing cash from 
municipal bond funds. Investors withdrew over $3 billion 
from municipal bond funds in April and have withdrawn 
just under $5 billion YTD with outflows in 13 of the first 17 
weeks of the year through April 26. Economic uncertainty 
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and a careful eye on the Fed with the prospect its 
tightening cycle could end following May’s rate hike could 
entice investors to return to the municipal market in 
anticipation of stronger May performance. 

Looking ahead – Cash-rich investors, a possible 
pause by the Fed could spur demand
In anticipation of a rate-hike pause by the Fed following 
May’s rate hike, we believe investors should prepare to 
put some “dry powder” to work. Despite recent softening 
along the short end of the municipal yield curve, we 
believe municipals due inside 11 years remain overvalued 
and recommend investors focus on municipals due in 
22 years and beyond. We believe the long end of the 
municipal curve presents the greatest opportunity for 
buy-and-hold investors. We continue recommending 
a barbell investing structure focused on short-term 
taxable fixed income investments and long-term tax-
exempt investments, which we believe allows investors to 
capitalize on attractive short-term taxable and long-term 
tax-exempt yields.

Municipal defaults; and our take on taxable bonds

Muni bond defaults 

Even though concerns of weaker economic activity 
and looming recession risks continue to dominate 
headlines, municipal creditworthiness has defied market 
expectations so far this year after the number of new 
defaults from U.S. state and local governments plunged in 
Q1. Only four borrowers missed interest payments for the 
first time (two senior living facilities, a jail in Florida, and 
a small Catholic University in California), down from 11 
borrowers during Q4 2022, according to Moody’s.

In our view, we could soon see a modest boost in 
municipal default rates with some economists forecasting 
a mild recession in either the second half of 2023 or early 
2024. However, we believe the vast majority of defaults 
will remain in what we see as the riskier sectors of the 
market, such as senior living, student housing, and real 
estate development. Meanwhile, municipal bonds that 
are more commonly backed by stable sources of revenue 
from essential service fees or property taxes should likely 
be well-positioned to weather financial stress, bolstered 
by $4.6 trillion in government stimulus that municipalities 
received during the pandemic. Nonetheless, the average 
10-year annual default rate for municipal bonds rated by 
Moody’s was 0.15% from 1970 through 2021, compared to 
an average annual default rate of 10.4% for corporate 
bonds over the same period. 

Taxable muni market

Taxable municipals continue to perform well this year 
after finishing April up 1.54%, outperforming their tax-
exempt peers by 177 bps and Treasuries by 100 bps over 
the same period, according to Bloomberg indexes. Taxable 
municipals have returned 7.02% YTD as of April 28, making 
them one of the top-performing fixed income assets this 
year after facing severe selling pressure in 2022 when Fed 
policymakers raised rates by the fastest pace on record. 

As illustrated by the chart below, AA-rated taxable 
municipals can offer more attractive yields versus  
AA-rated corporate bonds across most benchmark 
maturities, particularly in maturities between five to 10 
years and at the long end of the curve beyond 25 years. 
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This month’s focus: Prognostications of 
widespread municipal bankruptcies are 
exasperating
Naysayers seem to write off state and local governments 
during every economic downturn despite municipal bonds 
having an enviable repayment track record compared 
to almost all other asset classes. Maybe municipalities 
have a tarnished image because they are perceived by 
investors as being bureaucratic, sub-optimally run, and 
subject to political currents. 

Yet despite these flaws, municipal bond default rates 
historically have been orders of magnitude better 
than corporate bonds. Every day, tens of thousands of 
municipalities fulfill their duties including unquestioningly 
honoring their debt obligations. Municipal defaults make 
for good news fodder because they are such infrequent 
events. 

Relative risk
All municipal bond defaults historically have been 
extremely rare, and general government bond defaults 
have been even more so. To emphasize this point, over 
rolling 10-year periods between 1970 and 2021, Moody’s-
rated municipal issuers that were rated investment-grade 
at the start of the 10-year period only defaulted 0.09% 
during the next 10 years, while general government issuers 
defaulted a paltry 0.05%. For a relative comparison, 
investment-grade corporate bonds defaulted 2.2% over 
the same rolling 10-year time periods. 

Municipal risk differs
Investors should appreciate municipal bonds are not 
homogenous, and that different security pledges have 
markedly different risk profiles. As examples, housing, 
charter schools, and continuing care facilities (retirement 
communities) statistically default more than general 
government issuers. Therefore, despite the relative dearth 
of municipal defaults in the aggregate, investors should 
be mindful of their risk tolerance and purchase municipal 
bonds accordingly. 

General government bonds
Many conventional municipal bonds are backed by 
property taxes on residents’ most valuable asset (home), 
which may be taken for non-payment. This legal structure 
strongly incentivizes people to pay their property taxes, 
thereby allowing municipalities to continue to pay their 
debt and pension obligations even during economic 
downturns. 

Pensions
Pension obligations are long-dated liabilities that do not 
fail simply because the value of the investment portfolio 
temporarily decreases. Pension-funded ratios (amount of 
assets compared to projected future payouts) fluctuate 

with economic cycles like any investment portfolio, so it 
is typically disingenuous to assess a pension’s health at 
one point in time, especially during economic downturns. 
Furthermore, municipalities can—and do—address their 
pension challenges through a combination of pension 
modifications, increased contributions, and service 
reductions. To be clear, we think long-term pension 
promises are a top issue for many municipalities, but 
these challenges are well-known, well-telegraphed, 
and have long lead times before they become critical. 
Importantly, as pension issues become more pronounced, 
politicians can use the mounting crisis to enact unpopular 
changes to improve the health of the pension system. 

Status quo
Low municipal default rates through multiple economic 
cycles are not an anomaly. The legal structures, 
monopolistic make-up, essentiality, and security pledges 
support the high likelihood that conventional municipal 
bonds will continue to faithfully honor their debt service 
obligations. Press coverage highlighting these positive 
attributes would be a snoozer. Insinuating that “this 
time is different” and that isolated municipal problems 
foretell a widespread municipal crisis elicits concern and 
gets people’s attention—even if the statements aren’t 
supported by the facts.

Municipal news

Bond insurers – A drop in deals insured
Assured Guaranty and Build America Mutual provided 
bond insurance on $5.735 billion of municipal bond issues 
during Q1 2023, a 32% y/y decrease, according to Refinitiv 
data. Despite the quarterly drop in insured deals, the 7.7% 
of wrapped deals remained in line with 2022’s 8% rate. 
Lower issuance was one of the primary factors for the 
drop in insured deals.

California – Revenues trailing projections
The state reported FY2022–23 tax collections through 
the end of March were 3.7% or $4.7 billion below budget 
projections, according to California’s Department of 
Finance. The state had projected collecting $126.7 billion 
in revenues per the governor’s budget released in January. 
California is currently projecting ending the year with a 
$22.5 billion budget deficit. 

Clark County School District, NV – IRS examination
The IRS notified the school district that it will be 
examining the district’s 2015 bond issue to gather data 
regarding federal tax compliance. The IRS submitted 
a request for certain documentation and answers to 
questions the federal agency submitted. While voluntary, 
the request translates into an audit by the IRS. 
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Hospital costs continue rising
The American Hospital Association warned that high 
labor, drug, and supply costs continue to rise and could 
force more cuts and squeeze the availability of health 
care for some. Overall hospital expenses increased 17.9% 
between 2019 and 2022, while Medicare reimbursements 
rose 7.5% over the same period. More than 50% of 
hospitals reported net operating losses during 2022. 

Kansas – Governor vetoes tax reform
Recently passed legislation by the state’s Republican-
majority legislature to replace the state’s three-tiered 
personal income tax structure with a flat income tax was 
vetoed by the Democratic governor, who said the move 
was “irresponsible.” The legislation would have made the 
state’s personal income tax rate a flat 5.15%. 

Municipal defaults – Fall during Q1 2023
Municipal borrower defaults dropped just under 50% from 
the prior quarter, with 38 borrowers reporting technical 
or non-payment defaults in Q1, excluding Puerto Rico. 
The number of non-payment defaults dropped to four 
(two senior living facilities, a jail in Florida, and a small 
Catholic University in California) from the 11 reported 
during Q4 2022. 

New Jersey – Governor at odds with legislators
Governor Phil Murphy, as part of his $53.1 billion FY2024 
budget, wants to eliminate the corporate business 
tax surcharge implemented in 2020 to address budget 
gaps caused during the COVID-19 outbreak. The 
governor remains at odds with his fellow Democrats in 
the legislature who want to make the 2.5% surcharge 
permanent. If left in place, the surcharge would make the 
state’s effective corporate business tax 11.5%, the highest 
in the nation. 

New York state – Governor reaches budget 
agreement
Governor Kathy Hochul announced she reached a 
“conceptual agreement” on a $229 billion budget with 
legislators. The budget deal increases the minimum wage 
to $16 an hour and is scheduled to take effect in 2024. 
The budget also raises payroll taxes on New York City 
businesses to help fund the deficit-strapped Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority (MTA). The governor’s ambitious 
plan to build 800,000 new homes over the next decade 
was eliminated from the budget. 

New York MTA – Postpones fare hikes
New York state’s budget delay caused the MTA to 
postpone a planned 5.5% fare hike as it awaits the state’s 
funding plan for the MTA. The authority is seeking to close 
a projected $600 million budget deficit, which could grow 
to $3 billion by 2025, according to MTA officials. 

The MTA received a much-needed lifeline when the 
governor and legislators reached a delayed budget 
agreement in late April. The agreement calls for the 
payroll tax on New York City’s largest businesses to be 
increased to 0.6%, which the state expects will generate 
$1.1 billion annually. The agreement also calls for a one-
time $300 million state-aid payment to help close the 
MTA’s projected $600 million deficit.

Ridership slowly rebounding 
On a positive note, the MTA reported it serviced four 
million riders on April 20, the highest level since the 
outbreak of the pandemic in 2020. While a dramatic 
improvement, ridership remains well below the 5.5 million 
weekday average in 2019.

Western states – To receive federal infrastructure 
funds
The federal government announced it is funding $585 
million in infrastructure projects across many western 
states including Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, 
Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, 
North Dakota, and Washington, with California on tap to 
receive $308 million. The funds will be used to repair aging 
water systems across these states.

Ratings corner

Notable state and local issuer rating updates

Nassau County, NY – Rewarded with two upgrades

On April 13, Moody’s upgraded the county’s rating one 
notch to Aa3 from A1; the outlook remains positive. The 
county, which remains under state oversight through the 
Nassau Interim Finance Authority (NIFA), has seen its 
financial position and liquidity continue to strengthen, 
prompting the upgrade. NIFA provides the county with 
strong oversight of budgeting and liability management. 

On April 17, Fitch Ratings upgraded the county’s rating 
one notch to A+ from A; the rating outlook is positive. 
According to Fitch, the upgrade was driven by the county’s 
multiyear trend of “significantly” improved budgeting 
practices and reserve balances, which provides the 
county with flexibility to address cyclical economic 
challenges. 

Philadelphia, PA – Upgraded by Moody’s

On April 27, Moody’s upgraded the city’s issuer rating to A1 
from A2 including the city’s general obligation (GO) rating; 
the outlook is stable. According to Moody’s, the upgrade 
was primarily driven by the city’s materially improved 
finances over several years, as well as a steady recovery 
in Philadelphia’s tax base that has enabled the city to 
build reserve balances. 
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Providence St. Joseph Health (PSJH), WA – Downgraded 
by Moody’s

On April 3, Moody’s downgraded the health care 
provider’s rating one notch to A2 from A1; the outlook 
remains negative. The credit agency’s expectations that 
margins will remain weak for the remainder of the year 
combined with a higher debt burden were cited as the 
main drivers for the downgrade. Moody’s also highlighted 
what it sees as PSJH’s favorable strategic position, with 
its very large size generating $22 billion in FY2022 revenue.

University of Illinois – Upgraded by Moody’s

Illinois’ flagship university system and related bond 
issues were upgraded one notch by Moody’s following the 
state’s recent rating upgrade, as the university’s financial 
condition continues to improve. The university’s rating 
was upgraded to Aa2 from Aa3; the outlook is stable. 
Stronger FY2022 state funding and Moody’s belief that 
this will continue were also cited as factors in the rating 
upgrade. FY2022 state aid accounted for 33% of the 
university’s revenue.

Territorial update 

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico

Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) – Board and 
creditors at odds

The Puerto Rico Fiscal Oversight and Management Board, 
the Puerto Rico Fiscal Agency and Financial Advisory 
Authority, an ad hoc group of PREPA bondholders, 
and other related parties have not been able to reach 
consensus on PREPA’s Plan of Adjustment, causing 
bankruptcy Judge Laura Taylor Swain to extend mediation 
until July 31. In the event the interested parties are unable 
to reach consensus on the Plan of Adjustment, the case 
would be at risk of dismissal. If dismissed, the immediate 
issue would revolve around who would operate the 
authority. 

U.S. Virgin Islands

Water and Power Authority (WAPA) closer to settlement

To settle a long-standing outstanding debt dispute with 
energy company Vitol, Governor Albert Bryan Jr said that 
WAPA made an initial $45 million payment and will make 
an additional $100 million payment by August. According 
to WAPA, the settlement provides the utility with more 
flexibility to secure propane sources for the territory. 
The additional flexibility will also allow WAPA to address 
ongoing resiliency projects including the addition of 
renewable energy sources to enhance the grid.
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RBC Wealth Management retail trading (4/1/23 – 4/30/23)

RBC Capital Markets institutional trading (4/1/23 – 4/30/23)

Source - RBC Capital Markets

Bond Buyer indexes

Source - The Bond Buyer

Weekly
Current 
4/27/23

Previous 
4/20/23

2023  
high Date

2023  
low Date

Bond Buyer Revenue Bond Index 3.81% 3.84% 4.03% (2/23) 3.60% (4/13)

Bond Buyer 20-Bond Index 3.53% 3.56% 3.75% (2/23) 3.32% (4/13)

Bond Buyer 11-Bond Index 3.43% 3.46% 3.65% (2/23) 3.22% (4/13)

Bloomberg Municipal Index returns

Source - Bloomberg; data through  4/30/23

Index

1-month
5-year 
(4–6)

10-year 
(8–12)

15-year 
(12–17)

Long bond 
(22+) AAA AA A BAA

Month-to-date total return -0.23% -0.45% -0.23% -0.04% -0.19% -0.37% -0.26% -0.09% -0.11%

Year-to-date total return 2.54% 1.47% 2.53% 3.11% 4.07% 2.12% 2.38% 2.91% 3.60%

Top 10 CUSIPs selling volume to retail customers Top 10 CUSIPs buying volume from retail customers

Top 10 CUSIPs selling volume to institutional customers Top 10 CUSIPs buying volume from institutional customers

CUSIP Description Maturity Coupon Volume CUSIP Description Maturity Coupon Volume

816699BN1 SEMINOLE CO-REV-REF 10/01/2052 5.00 5,888 64972GDE1 NYC MUNI WTR FIN-BB 06/15/2046 5.00 1,513

64966QZ78 NEW YORK-E-SUBSER-E-1 04/01/2047 5.25 3,765 88283KAC2 TEXAS TRANSPRTN-A-REF 08/15/2038 4.00 1,150

249182RT5 DENVER CITY & CNTY CO 11/15/2053 5.25 2,937 57584XRU7 MA DEV FIN AGY-REF 01/01/2040 5.00 1,148

59259N6S7 MET TRANS AUTH-A 11/15/2042 5.00 2,674 793181JR0 ST PETER ISD #508-A 02/01/2040 4.00 1,039

968261NR4 WILKES-BARRE PA AREA 04/15/2054 4.00 2,664 798170AQ9 SAN JOSE REDEV-A-REF 08/01/2035 5.00 816

64990AQN8 NY DORM AUTH-E-UNREFD 03/15/2048 5.00 2,497 64971W4W7 NYC TRANS FIN-A-E-1 02/01/2038 3.50 803

457110NN0 INGLEWOOD USD-A 08/01/2051 4.00 2,180 106134BN8 BRAZORIA CNTY TX TOLL 03/01/2049 5.00 705

87638TFN8 TARRANT CULT EDU-A 02/15/2047 4.00 1,959 160853SV0 CHARLOTTE-MECKLENBURG 01/15/2038 5.00 543

0418063A6 ARLINGTON TX HGR EDU 02/15/2051 4.00 1,949 452152H38 ILLINOIS ST-REF 02/01/2030 4.00 539

64971XDT2 NEW YORK CITY TRANS 05/01/2044 4.00 1,884 914460QK9 UNIV OF MN RGTS-A 09/01/2041 5.00 532

CUSIP Description Maturity Coupon Volume CUSIP Description Maturity Coupon Volume

90320WAH6 UPMC 05/15/2043 5.38 52,163 90320WAH6 UPMC 05/15/2043 5.38 76,296

09182NCT5 BLACK BELT ENERGY GAS 12/01/2053 5.25 37,393 90320WAG8 UPMC 05/15/2033 5.04 41,169

45204EPQ5 IL ST FIN AUTH-REF-A 02/15/2045 5.00 35,930 09182NCT5 BLACK BELT ENERGY GAS 12/01/2053 5.25 37,331

90320WAG8 UPMC 05/15/2033 5.04 29,051 45204EPQ5 IL ST FIN AUTH-REF-A 02/15/2045 5.00 35,883

64966QZ86 NEW YORK-E-SUBSER-E-1 04/01/2050 4.00 23,181 64971XDT2 NEW YORK CITY TRANS 05/01/2044 4.00 23,751

13063CVC1 CALIFORNIA ST-REF 08/01/2035 5.00 20,943 64966QZ86 NEW YORK-E-SUBSER-E-1 04/01/2050 4.00 21,886

64966QZ52 NEW YORK-E-SUBSER-E-1 04/01/2044 5.25 20,219 64966QZ78 NEW YORK-E-SUBSER-E-1 04/01/2047 5.25 21,131

838810ED7 S MIAMI FL HLTH FACS 08/15/2042 5.00 19,914 838810ED7 S MIAMI FL HLTH FACS 08/15/2042 5.00 20,219

64966QZ78 NEW YORK-E-SUBSER-E-1 04/01/2047 5.25 18,950 485106QC5 KANSAS CITY-E-REF 04/01/2040 5.00 16,296

593241BY7 MIAMI BEACH W/S-REF 09/01/2047 5.00 16,887 70870JFN3 PA ECO DEV FIN AUTH-A 05/15/2053 4.00 15,242

Source - RBC Wealth Management
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Municipal bond insurers 

Source - RBC Wealth Management; as of 4/30/23

Insurer Moody’s Kroll Ratings

ACA Not rated Not rated

AMBAC  Not rated Not rated

Assured Guaranty (AGC) A2 (stable outlook) AA+ (stable outlook)                     

Assured Guaranty Municipal Corp. (AGM) A1 (stable outlook) AA+ (stable outlook)

Berkshire Hathaway (BHAC) Aa1 (stable outlook) Not rated

Build America Mutual (BAM) Not rated Not rated

FGIC Not rated Not rated

National Public Finance (MBIA) Baa2 (negative outlook) Not rated

Syncora Not rated Not rated

Source - RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg; data through 4/30/23
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